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Hernando County Florida And A Corrupt System
A system Created For Money Nothing More

Spring Hill, 09.11.2015, 20:06 Time

The Hernando Daily - The purpose of this story is to enlighten those who are unaware of the injustices going on here in florida. How
the legal system is designed to make money, designed for you to fail. There is a saying here in Florida come here on vacation leave on
probation return on violation, This is disturbing.

Florida is known for palm trees, clear water, white sand beaches and theme parks. There is a very dark side most are unaware of, the
system in place to protect them. Here on the west coast of Florida is what used to be a small town, a town where you could leave your
cars unlocked your front door open at night, but like anytown it grew into something else. As with any town Hernando county needed to
grow it's police force, but with that growth came a price. The bigger it grew the more room for corruption and rogue officers like one
Louis Genovese. We single out this one officer because of the outstanding lawsuits he has against him and the Hernando County
Sherriff's Department for brutality but yet this man is still on the streets Why We Ask?

On one occasion he stomped a mans head so bad after being placed in handcuffs he popped his eye out of its socket, but that's not
going to far? We here at The Hernando Daily do not hate the Hernando Sheriff's but if we do not report the facts to the world how can
we change this system? Based here in Hernando we have been here since 1989 and have a responsibility to make the events that go
on here public. This is the first story of many we will bring you. This county is plagued with drugs Prostitution homelessness and a
growing rate of thefts that the law can not control, never mind the internal problems in the system. It seems to be a situation that there
unable to control and it is time for the feds to step in and clean house, in this reporter's Opinion.

This is the first report in a series of reports were going to discuss. It will begin with how the police justify there actions to the court
system all the way to the probation system. we will discuss a system that is designed to generate immense revenue at the same time
costing you the taxpaying citizen everything. We will interview people from Hernando County who have been put into this system for
reasons that would curl your toes. We will show you case after case state wide how the system has destroyed lives, the same system
made to protect us. That same system that has proven time and time to be corrupt, cruel and unjust. This is not just a Hernando
County Problem its a United States Of America Problem. It has to be corrected.
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